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ABSTRACT
A self-stabilizing distributed system is a network of processors, which when started 
from an arbitrary and possibly illegal state, always returns to a legal state in a finite 
num ber of steps. Two self-stabilizing protocols for distributed systems are presented 
in this thesis. The first protocol topologically sorts the processors in a distributed 
system of directed acyclic graph(DAG) topology and uses this information to build 
a  shortest path routing table in each node in the system to all accessible nodes from 
th a t node. The second protocol determines the rank of the individual processors in 
a  d istributed tree network based on the values possessed by them . Due to the self- 
stabilizing nature of these protocols the system can w ithstand transient errors and 
recover autom atically from them.
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Chapter 1
INTRO DUCTIO N
A distributed system consists of a set of loosely connected machines. These machines 
communicate with each other through shared memory and/or message passing in 
order to achieve a common goal. The global sta te  of the system is the cross product 
of all the local states of the machines in the network. Depending on the way the 
machines are connected in the network and the tim e it takes for two machines to 
communicate with each other, each machine gets a  partial view of the global state.
A fundam ental criterion in the design of robust distributed systems is to embed 
the capability of recovery from unforeseen perturbation. While most of the existing 
systems cater to perm anent failures by introducing redundant components, the issue 
of transient failures is often ignored or inadequately addressed. It is possible to 
encounter a transient malfunction due to message corruption, sensor malfunction 
or incorrect read/w rite  memory operations, th a t transforms the global sta te  of the 
system into an illegal state, from which recovery is not guaranteed. Examples are 
token-ring networks in which the token is lost or duplicate tokens are generated, 
or sliding window protocols in which the window alignment is lost due to transient 
errors. The essence of these examples is tha t if the set of possible global states of a 
distributed system is partitioned into legal and illegal states, then transient failures 
can potentially put the system into an illegal state, which may continue indefinitely
1
unless it is externally detected and suitable corrective measures are taken.
A self-stabilizing system guarantees tha t regardless of the initial global state, legal 
or illegal, in which the system started, the system is guaranteed to recover to a legal 
sta te  in a finite num ber of steps and remain in the legal configuration thereafter, until 
a subsequent malfunction occurs. This property makes the system more robust. No 
startup  or initialization procedure needs to be used because the system stabilizes by 
itself. If one machine fails and restarts, its local state may cause an illegal global 
state, but the system will correct itself in a finite am ount of time. The ability of the 
system to correct certain errors without outside intervention makes a self-stabilizing 
system more reliable and more desirable than systems th a t are not self-stabilizing.
Self-stabilization in distributed system was originally introduced by Dijkstra[4]. 
Lam port [13] has regarded the original work on self-stabilization by Dijkstra as a mile­
stone in fault-tolerant system designs. The application of self-stabilization has since 
expanded to many areas of study [5, 8 ]. Some of the areas are related to distributed 
systems are communication protocols, load balancing, leader election, deadlock de­
tection, calculation of network metrics, network routing, distributed process control, 
etc.
The goal of this research is to design fault-tolerant distributed systems using self­
stabilization. The first part of this thesis presents a self-stabilizing shortest path 
algorithm for a distributed network of directed acyclic graph(DAG) topology. The 
second part presents a self-stabilizing ranking algorithm  for a distributed tree net­
work. A distributed system can be easily represented by the above topologies or it 
could be converted to such a  representation as in [ ll,  10]. Algorithms exist for these 
problems, but they are not self-stabilizing. The first algorithm is useful for routing 
considerations in a network. The motivation for the second problem comes from the 
fact tha t many distributed file applications like selection are achieved more efficiently 
in sorted than in arbitrary  files.
31.1 Notations
Formally, an algorithm is said to be self-stabilizing if it satisfies the following two 
properties[l].
(1) Closure: An algorithm is said to be closed if once a legal global state is reached, 
the system remain in legal global state as long as no perturbation occur in the system.
(2) Convergence: An algorithm is said to be convergent if the system is not in a 
global state, then in finite time, the system will move into a legal global state.
The algorithm proposed in this thesis, satisfies both the above properties. The 
algorithm for each processor is of the form:
<  sta tem ent >
< sta tem en t >
< sta tem ent  >
Each statem ent is of the form :
<  guard > =£•
< action >
A guard is a boolean expression over the variables/registers tha t a processor can 
read(its own along with those of adjacent processors). If some processor has a sta te­
m ent whose guard is true, then tha t processor has a privilege and may make a move, 
i.e,. execute the corresponding action.
If several privileges exist in the system, the execution depends on the scheduler 
which is being used. A central or serial scheduler[4] schedules one processor a t a time 
to make a move. A distributed or parallel scheduler[2, 9] perm its simultaneous moves 
by the processors. In presence of this scheduler, any subset of the set of privileged 
processors can move at the same time. The algorithms presented here work in the 
presence of any of the above schedulers and also make no assumptions about the 
fairness of the scheduler[6 ].
Chapter 2
SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM
The shortest path in a directed graph is a classic problem in com puter science that 
can be seen with its sequential solution in any standard algorithms or data  structures 
tex t such as [7].
This chapter presents a  self-stabilizing algorithm for creating a  shortest path rout­
ing table at each node in a distributed system. The underlying topology of the system 
under consideration is a  directed acyclic graph(DAG). When the system stabilizes, 
the table at each node provides shortest routes from tha t node to all reachable nodes 
in the DAG. This is done by first topologically sorting the successors of each node, 
and then using this information to create the routing table at each node.
The DAG G consists of n processors(or nodes), denoted as P \.. .P n . Pj is a succes­
sor to P{, if there is a directed path from P, to P j. Pj will be called as an immediate 
successor to P,-, iff < P t, P j>  is an edge in G. If Pj is a successor of P,-, then P, is a 
predecessor of P j, and in the same way if Pj is an im m ediate successor to Pi, then Pi 
is an im m ediate predecessor of P j. The processor with no im m ediate predecessor is 
referred to  as root and the processors with no im m ediate successors are referred to 
as leaves of the network.
Each node can read the values of the registers of its im m ediate successors, but 
can write only to its own registers.
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The proposed algorithms are self-stabilizing such tha t the nodes with no successors 
stabilize first. Then the im mediate predecessors to those nodes stabilize, and so on 
up to  those nodes with no predecessors. These algorithms also work for the graphs 
with more than one root. In tha t case each root will have the shortest routes to all 
the processors accessible from th a t root in its table..
Section 2.1 presents the algorithms in detail, section 2.2 provides the proofs of 
correctness, and section 2.3 provides the summary and closing remarks concerning 
these algorithms.
2.1 The Algorithms
2.1.1 T h e Topological Sort A lgorith m
The topological sort of a DAG G is a linear ordering of all its processors such tha t for 
any two processors P ,, Pj in G, such tha t if P, is an im mediate predecessor of Pj in 
the network, then Pi precedes Pj in the linear ordering. In the algorithm proposed in 
this paper, each processor constructs a  partial list of this topologically sorted list of 
the  graph which contains all the processors tha t are accessible from th a t processor, 
i.e. th a t processor’s successors and th a t processor itself. In other words we can say 
each processor P,- constructs a  topological sort of tha t part of the graph which is 
rooted a t th a t processor. In this way when the system is stabilized, we will have the 
topologically sorted list for the entire graph available at the root.
Let /£>,, S{ denote the set of processors which are im mediate successors and suc­
cessors to Pi respectively. The topologically sorted successor set of P, is maintained 
in the form of a list, listi. This listi is an ordered set of processors and it can be 
visualized as {Pj, Pj,...P>.}. The ordering of the processors in listi is represented by 
their position in listi, i-e,. the first processor in listi is of order 1 , the second is of 
order 2 and so on. It can be seen in the stabilized sorted listi of Pit Pi itself occupies 
the first position, i.e,. order of 1. We will use the term orderi(Pj) to denote the order 
of Pj in listi.
6Pi also keeps two variables tlisti and U{ which are of type set. Since listi is 
accessed by the later shortest path algorithm Pi uses tlisti as a tem porary list for its 
com putation and once Pi is done with updating tlisti from the information available 
from its im m ediate successors, Pi copies tlisti into listi. To implement this critical 
section Pi uses a  boolean variable copyi. Ui is used to keep track of all the elements 
already included to i t ’s listi, through the append operation discussed below.
Now we define some operations on our list data type.
(1) Append operation: This operation append(/isfj, listi) appends the elements 
of listj to  the front of listi. If listi was null before this operation then after this 
operation listi will just contain only the elements of listj.
(2) Set Difference: This operation listi — listj represents all the elements of listi 
but excluding the common elements between listi and listj. For example, if listi is 
1, 4, 2, 7 and listj is 9, 4, then listi — l istj  is the set 1 , 2, 7. Note this set difference 
operation m aintains the order among the elements in listi.
(3) Union operation: This is a regular union operation among sets.
W hen the system is unstable listi may not represent correct and sorted successor 
set of Pi. It may even include illegal node ids., which are not present in the sys­
tem. But when the system eventually stabilizes listi of each Pi represent correct and 
sorted successor set of P,. We will denote the correct sorted successor list of P, as 
to p so r tJ is t i .  For a leaf node top .sortJ is ti  contains just itself. For the other nodes 
to p s o r tJ i s t i  can be formally defined as:
top_sortJisti =  (V P,: P j € Si A Pj € listi) A
(VPj, Pk : Pj,Pk  6  Si A P k 6  IS j  A order,(P j) < orderi(Pk))
The algorithm for each processor Pi appears as follows:
( R l )  I  Si =
copyi '■= fa l s e ; 
t l is ti Pi', 
copyi := true
7(R2) I  Si 7^ 0 ==>
copyi '•= fa l s e ; 
t l is ti  :=  0;
Ui :=  0 ;
do \/Pj : Pj G I  Si
append (listj — Ui, t l is ti);
Ui := U{ U listj
enddo
append (Pi, tlisti); 
copyi '•= true
(R3) copyi =  true = >
listi •— tlisti
The leaf node Pi simply puts itself into its tlisti. The non-leaf node starts its 
action by initializing i t ’s tlisti and Ui sets to null. Then it appends each of i t ’s 
im mediate successor’s l istj  to i t ’s tlisti. When doing so, it takes care tha t it does 
not include an element twice in i t ’s tlisti, i-e,. by doing listj — Ui, Pi makes sure 
tha t elements already in tlisti  are not included again when appending i t ’s im mediate 
successor’s listj. This is possible since more than one immediate successor may have 
an element in common. When Pi is done with all i t ’s immediate successors listj,  its 
action is complete. All nodes in the system will upon completing the above tasks 
copy their tlisti to the perm anent listi.
2.1.2 T h e Shortest P ath  A lgorith m
Once the topological sort is stabilized, a  correct shortest path routing table can 
be created. This algorithm  uses the listi list to decide which nodes are reachable. 
The weight associated with a directed edge, ( i , j )  is denoted by w ( i , j )  and if there 
is no directed edge ( i , j )  then w ( i , j ) is oo. Each node maintains a list of records 
route,-. The records each have three elements: routei.dest, the destination node Pj 
of the particular record; rout a .nex t ,  the im mediate successor to Pi tha t lies along
8the shortest path  to Pj\ and routei.weight, the weight of the shortest path from P, 
to Pj. We will use the notation routei.next[j] and routei.weight[j] to refer to the 
im mediate successor to  Pi along the shortest path to destination Pj and the weight 
of this path  respectively. We also need a couple of functions for this algorithm. The 
function min  takes the weights of the paths to a successor Pj from the node under 
consideration, say P,- and returns the minimum of the above. The function min.id  
takes this minimum weight as an argument and returns the index of the immediate 
successor to P,-, which lies in tha t shortest path to Pj. Also it has to be noted that 
though Pi appears in its own listi, since there is no self-path to it, the route{.next[i] 
and routei.weight[i\ will be 0  and oo respectively.
The algorithm  for each Pi is as follows:
(R l) Pj G listi A Pj (fc routei.dest =>•
routei.dest routei.dest U {Pj}; 
routei.next[j] :=  0 ; 
routei.weight[j] := oo
(R2) Pj ^  listi A Pj G routei.dest = >
routei.dest :=  routei.dest — {Pj}
(R3) Pj G IS i  A Pj ^  listj, A Pfc G IS i  = >
routei.weight[j] := weight(i,j);  
routei.next[j] := Pj
(R4) Pj i  IS i  A Pj G Ustk A Pfc G IS i = >
routei.weight[j] m i n (routei,.weight[j] +  weight(i, k)\Pk G ISi);
routei.next[j] := Pk
(R5) Pj G IS i  A Pj G listj, A Pfc G IS i = >
routei.weight[j] :=  m in(min(routej;.weight[j] +
weight{i,k)\Pi, G IS i) ,weight{i,  j)); 
routei.next[j] := minJd(mm(m\n[routef..weight[j] +
weight{i,k)\Pk  G IS i) ,weight{i,  j ) ) )
The first two rules stabilize the destinations tha t Pi can reach by insuring that 
the routei.dest fields are equal to listi. The third rule takes the weight of the path 
to an im m ediate successor if no other path exists to this node. The fourth rule takes 
the minimum path  from its im mediate successors, Pk, plus w eigh t( i,k ) ,  to achieve
the shortest path  if there is no direct link between Pi and its destination P j.  The
fifth rule is a combination of rules three and four. It basically applies each of three 
and four, and then takes the minimum from the two.
2.2 Proofs of Correctness
2.2.1 T opological Sort
For the proofs in this section, we introduce the following legal states description:
L I  =  I S i  =  0 A listi = {P,}
L2 =  IS i  7  ^ 0 A listi =  to p so r tJ is t i
G 1 =  (IS i  = 0 A L I) A (IS i  + 0 A L 2 )
L e m m a  2 . 1  The topological sort algorithm converges.
Proof: This will be proved using induction on the distance a node is from a leaf node, 
which is defined as the integer number of links between the node in question and a 
leaf node.
Basis: Leaf nodes (distance is 0) will first use rule one to make tlisti contain only 
themselves. Then using rule three this tlisti is copied to listi. Thus, sta te  L l  is 
reached.
Induction: Assume, tha t all nodes Pk th a t are distance x  from a leaf node have 
listk correct, i.e., these nodes are in L2. We will show tha t a node Pi at distance 
x +  1 will converge. For all Pk, listk will be copied onto the front of tlisti without 
including any node twice (it is im portant to note that tlisti starts as em pty before
copying begins). Since each listk is in topological sort order, since they are in L 2  
and by the way of tlisti  construction, the resulting tlisti will also be in topological 
sort order. Using rule three, tlisti is copied directly to listi which puts Pi into L2. 
Therefore, all nodes are in either L I  or L2, thus meeting G 1  a global legal state. 
The algorithm  converges.
It is im portant to note, tha t while the arguments above appear to assume that a 
node at x  +  1  will have immediate successors tha t are all a t x, this is not necessary 
for the algorithm  to be correct. The nature of a  DAG is such th a t there must be 
a t least one node tha t has only leaves as im mediate successors. A simple inductive 
argum ent as above will show tha t because of this fact the relationships will be linear 
as in the above arguments. □
L e m m a  2 . 2  The topological sort algorithm is closed.
Proof: Leaves will continually to run rules one and three, thus copying the same tlisti 
which contains only Pi into listi. Thus, leaves will remain in L I  unless a perturbation 
occurs.
Similarly, non-leaf nodes will continually copy the same tlisti  into listi (the same 
inductive argum ent as in 2.1 can be used). Thus, all non-leaf nodes will remain in 
L2 unless a  perturbation occurs.
Thus, the algorithm is closed. □
T h e o re m  2 . 1  This topological sort algorithm is a correct self-stabilizing topological 
sort algorithm.
Proof: The algorithm is closed and convergent by 2 . 1  and 2.2, and thus self-stabilizing.
2 . 1  shows the  inductive argument th a t the correct topologically sorted listi is held at 
each node. □
2.2.2 T h e Shortest P ath  A lgorith m
For the proofs in this section, the following legal state description will be used:
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G 2 =  G 1 A VP{, Pj,Pk ' Pj €  listi A Pk € IS i  A routei.dest = listi A 
routei.weighi[7 ] =  m\n{mm{routek.weight[j] +  weight(i, k )), 
w eigh t( i , j) )  A
routei.next = min.id(min(m\n(routek.weight[j]  +  weight(i, k)), 
w e ig h ty , j ) ) )
Lem m a 2.3 The shortest path algorithm, converges.
Proof: Induction on the distance of a node from a leaf node will be used.
Basis: Rule two will em pty routei.dest, thus making G 2 trivially true.
Induction: Assume tha t all nodes at distance x from a leaf node will be in sta te  G 2 . 
We will show th a t a  node at x -f 1 will converge. Rules one and two will ensure that 
all and only the elements of listi will also be elements of routei.dest. Rule three will 
insure all direct paths will be the shortest paths if no other path exists. Rule four 
will insure tha t all minimum paths through im mediate successors will be the shortest 
paths if no direct path exists. Rule five will insure tha t the minimum of the paths 
of rules three and four is used if both a direct and indirect path to the destination 
exists. These rules, three through five, will also insure tha t either the destination or 
the successor whose path is used will be the next node in the routing list. Thus, all 
of the conjuncts of G 2  will be true, and the node will be in sta te  G 2 . All nodes will 
thus converge to G 2. Thus the algorithm converges. □
Lem m a 2.4 The shortest path routing algorithm is closed.
Proof: Once a  node is in state G 2 , routei.dest = listi. Therefore, no privilege 
exists for rules one and two. Also, routei.weight — m\n(m\n(routek.weighi[j] +  
weight(i, k ) ) ,w e ig h t( i , j ) )  so tha t no privilege exists for rules three through five. 
W hen no privileges exist in the system, no information is changed, and the system 
remains in G 2. The algorithm is closed. □
Theorem 2.2 The shortest path routing algorithm is a correct self-stabilizing shortest 
path routing algorithm for a DAG.
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Proof: The algorithm  is closed and convergent by 2.3 and 2.4, and thus a self- 
stabilizing algorithm. Since any sub-path of a shortest path is itself a shortest path, 
the mm(min(routek.weight[j] + weight(i, k)\Pk 6  IS i ) ,w e ig h t ( i , j )) will be the short­
est path P{ holds. Pf. holds the correct shortest path using a similar inductive argu­
ment to th a t in 2.3. □
2.3 Summary
Two algorithms have been presented in this chapter tha t combined create topologi­
cally sorted list of the nodes reachable from each node, and the corresponding shortest 
path  routing table to  reach those nodes.
There are modifications tha t can be trivially noted. First, the two algorithms 
could be combined such tha t the topological sort would create the sorted list directly 
in the routei.dest field of the routei array, and thus the first two rules of the second 
algorithm could be eliminated. Second, to achieve the shortest path routing table, 
the sorted list is not necessary. Merely a list of all reachable nodes needs to be 
collected. However, it must be noted tha t the topological information of a network 
can be useful for many other reasons, so l i s t fs  usefulness is not contained to the 
shortest path  problem only.
Chapter 3
RANK ING  ALGORITHM
The ranking and associated sorting and selection in a distributed network are well 
studied. Ranking means th a t the numbers 1 , 2,..., N have to be assigned to the 
processors according to their values. D istributed algorithms exist[14] for the above
problem, but they are not self-stabilizing and they require th a t a non em pty subset of
the  processors s ta rt the algorithm. This chapter presents a distributed self-stabilizing 
ranking algorithm for a network of N processors arranged in the form a tree.
Section 3.1 presents the algorithm in detail, section 3.2 provides the proofs of 
correctness and section 3.3 provides the summary of this chapter.
3.1 The Ranking Algorithm
3.1.1 D escrip tion  o f th e  protocol
Each processor i has a value denoted by i.val and an unique id. denoted by i.id. These 
values need not be distinct. The values are positive integers and the range for the 
processors’ ids. is between 1 and N, where N, the num ber of nodes in the tree network 
is known to all the nodes. The ranking algorithm proposed here, determines the rank 
of node i denoted by i.rank based on its value, i.e,. the node with the minimum value
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is assigned the rank 1 and the maximum value is assigned the rank N. In case of a 
tie between two values, the ids. of the nodes is used as a secondary criteria in the 
comparison, with the result th a t the node with lesser id. will have the lesser rank.
Each processor i can perform read/w rite operations on its local registers, but it 
can only read from registers of its neighbors, i.e,. its parent and children. Processor 
i has the id. of its parent in the register i.parent and has the ids. of its children in 
the register i.child which is of the type set. we assume tha t an underlying spanning 
tree protocols as in [ ll,  10] m aintains the consistency of these fields. The unique 
node in the network with no parent is referred as the root and the leaf nodes are 
characterized by i.child — 0. Each processor i also m aintains a two tuple register
< winneri.val, winner{.id>  and another register i.phase. The purpose of these regis­
ters will be clear as we explain the algorithm.
The execution of the protocol by each node is done in cycles, i.e,. when the system 
completes a  cycle it starts a new cycle. Each cycle has two stages. The first stage does 
the pre-processing for the second stage. The second stage does the actual ranking.
The pre-processing stage does the job of placing at each node i’s <  w inner i.val, win- 
ner{.id>  tuple, the minimum < v a l , id >  pair in the sub-tree rooted at i. In this stage, 
the leaf nodes, as well a node which finds its own < v a l , id >  pair as the minimum 
among the nodes in the subtree rooted a t it, places its own < v a l , id >  pair in its
< winneri.val, winneri.id>  tuple. So is the case the for the node i with minimum
< val, id  >  pair. The parent j  of i finds tha t i’s <  val, id > pair as the minimum among 
itself and its children, and hence places i’s < v a l, id >  pair as the winner in its tuple
< w inner  j .val, w inner j . id >. The parent of j  also does the same. Thus the node i’s 
< v a l , id >  pair rises all the way up to the the root through the nodes in the path 
between i and the root, meaning all the nodes in the path between i and the root 
have the  same value, i.e,. i’s <  val, id > for their respective <  winner.val, winner.id > 
tuple. So at the end of this stage, the root will have the minimum <val, id>  pair of 
the tree network in its < winner.val, winner.id > tuple.
Now the next ranking stage starts. The ranking stage consists N phases to deter­
mine the N ranks in the system. At the s ta rt of the phase one, since the root already
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has the minimum < v a l , id >  pair in its < winner.val, w inner.id>  tuple, all it has to 
do is to  send the first rank to  i. To enable this the root sets i t ’s phase register to 1. 
This rank is passed all the way down to i by the same nodes in the path between root 
and i through which i’s <val, id>  pair raised to the root. The above rank passing is 
done by those nodes, by each node copying the rank in i t ’s paren t’s phase to its own 
phase register. Once the rank reaches the node i, it takes th a t rank by setting its i.rank 
with this rank. Now we have determined the first rank in the  network. Also since i 
has got i t ’s rank it is not going to compete any further in this ranking stage. Now 
i replaces its < w inner ,.va l , winneri.id>  tuple with the second minimum < va l , id >  
pair in the subtree rooted at i if there is one, else with the em pty tuple <  0,0 > . It has 
to be noted th a t this second minimum < v a l , id >  pair in the subtree rooted at i, may 
not be the second minimum < v a l, id >  pair of the tree network. Once i is done with 
assigning the next minimum < va l , id >  pair to i t ’s < w inner {.val, w inner i.id>  tuple, 
i t ’s parent selects the minimum < va l, id >  pair among itself and i t ’s children and 
assigns this < v a l , id >  pair to its < winner.val, winner.id > tuple. Then the parent 
of this parent does the same action and so on, until finally the root does the same ac­
tion of selecting i t ’s next minimum < v a l, id >  pair for i t ’s <  winner.val, winner.id > 
tuple.
Thus in each i th phase, the root determines the ith ranked node, sends down this 
rank to the concerned node and in turn collects the next minimum < v a l, id >  pair in 
the system, for the (i -f- l ) t/l rank.
This goes on until all the N nodes are ranked, i.e,. for N phases. When the 
root sends down the N ih rank, it gets back the < 0 ,0 >  tuple as the next minimum 
< v a l, id >  pair, indicating all the nodes are ranked and there is no further node in 
the competition.
At this stage root applies R1 and start the pre-processing phase.
The special node root maintains in addition to the above registers, the register 
temp to keep track of the phase.
Under normal circumstances, i.e,. when there is no perturbation in the system, the 
system just cycles through pre-processing stage and ranking stage. But when there
is perturbation, the system will be in an illegal state. So to bring the system back to 
normal, we introduce an error correction part to the protocol. The error correction 
part brings the system to  pre-processing stage and from then on the regular cycle 
continues.
The error correction strategy is as follows: In the ranking stage, a  node z’s i.phase 
register should be normally zero. When i has to pass down a rank sent by the root to 
the nodes below it, it copies i t ’s parent’s phase register into i t ’s i.phase. So, i.phase 
can have a value in the range between 1 and N, i.e,. i.phase will be k in the &’th phase 
in the above situation. In addition i.phase can take a value of -1, when it passes 
down the signal sent by the root tha t the pre-processing stage of a new cycle has 
stared. The <winnei'i.val,w inneri.id>  tuple of node i is always supposed to have 
the minimum < v a l , id >  pair of the subtree rooted at i except when a new < va l, id >  
pair rises up in return to a rank sent down by i and when it passes down the pre­
processing initiation message of the root during which <winneri.val. w inner  ,-.zd> is 
equal to <  0,0 > . W hen node i is not in any of the above state, it is in an illegal state.
Since we have only N phases to rank the N nodes in the tree network, any value 
greater than N, for i.phase is an illegal value, which we will use it to our advantage. 
So when i is in an illegal state, we will use the value N + l for i.phase to indicate that 
i is in error. If a node is in error, the parent of tha t node also goes into error state by 
setting its phase to N + l. This goes all the way up to the root, and when root finds 
th a t i t ’s phase is more than N, it starts the pre-processing stage of a new cycle and 
thus bringing the system back to normal.
The registers term  of the root and i.rank of any node i doesn’t pose any problem 
in the stabilization. Even if they are in illegal state, the root will eventually have 
either its <  winner.val, winner.id > equal to < 0,0 > without its phase becoming N 
or its phase >  N without its <  winner.val, winner.id>  tuple becoming < 0 ,0 > ,  thus 
triggering the pre-processing stage of a new cycle.
Finally, before presenting the algorithm, we will define the procedure find-min() 
used by the algorithm of node i as follows:
Procedure find_min():
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k : k.parent =  i A (i.rank  =  0) ==>
r e iu rn (m in (< i .v a l , i . id> , <  winner^.val, winnerk-id>) 
k : k.parent = i A (i .rank  ^  0) ==>
re tu rn (m in (<  winner k-val, winnerk.id>).
Basically by this procedure i returns the minimum < va l , id >  pair among i’s 
own < i.va l , i . id >  tuple and the <  winner.val, w inner .id> tuple of i t ’s children, 
if i is not ranked. Otherwise i returns the minimum < v a l , id >  pair among the 
<  winner.val, w inner .id> tuple of i t ’s children. In case i is ranked and all i t ’s chil­
dren have their respective <  winner.val, w inner.id>  tuple as < 0 , 0  >, then i returns 
< 0 ,0 > .  If the procedure finds more than one minimum < va l , id >  pair, it returns 
tha t tuple.
3.1.2 P re-p rocessin g  stage
Rule R1 is for the root to initiate the pre-processing stage of a new cycle. This signal is 
passed down the tree to  the leaves by R2. This process is referred as the broadcasting 
of pre-processing initiation signal. When the leaves get this signal they set their their 
respective < w inner.va l,w inner.id>  tuple with their own < v a l, id >  pair and phase 
to 0, by R3, thus reflecting the broadcast wave and starting a converge-cast wave 
towards the root. This converge-cast done by means of executing R4, enables the 
nodes other than the leaves to collect the minimum < v a l , id >  pair of the subtree 
rooted at them , in their respective < winner.val, w inner.id>  tuple.
(R l) i = root A
(i.phase > iV V  < winner {.val, w inner ,.id> — < 0 ,0 > )  = >  
i.phase —1 ;
< w inneri.va l,w inneri.id>  :=  < 0 , 0 >; 
i .rank := 0 ; 
tem p  :=  0
(R2) ( j  = i.parent A j.phase  =  —1 A
< w inner j.va l,w inner  j . id>  =  < 0 ,0 >  A j .rank  =  0) A 
~<(i.phase = —1 A < winneri.val, w inneri.id>  = < 0 ,0 >  A i .rank = 0) A 
-'(i.phase  =  0 A <  winner val, w inner {.id > = f in d jm in ( )  A i .rank = 0) =>• 
i.phase  :=  —1 ;
< w inneri.val,w inneri.id>  := < 0 , 0 >; 
i .rank  •.= 0
(R3) i.child — 0 A
(i.phase = —1 f\ <winner{.val, w inneri.id>  =  < 0,0 > A i .rank  =  0) ==> 
i.phase :=  0 ;
< winneri.val, w innerj.id> := f in d .m in ( )
(R4) (i.phase =  —1 A <  winneri.val, winner{.id>  =  < 0 , 0 >  A i .rank  =  0) A 
(Vfc: k 6  i.child A k.phase =  0 A < winnerk.val, winner k-id > ^  < 0,0 > A 
k .rank = 0 ) =*>
i.phase :=  0 ;
< winneri.val, w inneri.id> f i n d jm in ()
3.1 .3  R anking stage
The root initiates a phase in the ranking stage by executing R5, i,e,. it increments 
temp and sets its phase with this value. By R 6 , the root collects the next minimum 
<  val, id>  pair for the next phase, which was returned in reply to the rank sent down 
by the root by executing R5. The interm ediate nodes send up the the next minimum 
< v a l , id >  pair to the root in reply to a rank sent down through these nodes earlier 
in th a t phase, by executing R7. The rank determined by the root for tha t phase is 
sent down the tree by R 8  and R9. The interm ediate nodes send down the rank by 
setting their phase to as of their parent through R 8 . R9 is same as R 8 , except that 
it is for the leaf nodes. Rules R10(applicable for root), R ll(fo r interm ediate nodes) 
and R12(for leaf nodes) are for tha t particular special node which won tha t phase. 
This node take the  rank determined by tha t phase and sent up the next minimum
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< v a l , id >  pair of its subtree in reply to the rank, by executing RIO or R l l  or R12 
as applicable to it.
(R5) i = root A
< winneri.val, w inneri.id>  ^ < 0 , 0 >  A
< winneri.val, winner{.id> — f in d .m in { )  A 
i.phase =  0 A 0 <  tem p < N  A
(Vfc : k G i .ch ildA  k.phase = 0) =>■ 
tem p  :=  tem p  +  1 ; 
i.phase := tem p
(R 6 ) i — root A < w inneri.va l,w inneri.id>  ^  f in d -m in { )  A 
1 <  i.phase < N  A i.phase =  temp A 
(Vk : k  G i.child A k.phase =  0) =>•
< winneri.val, winnei'i.id> := f ind jm in{) \  
i.phase := 0
(R7) i 7  ^root A i.child  ^  0 A
< winneri.val, w inneri.id>  ^  f in d jm in Q  A 1 <  i.phase < N  A 
(j  =  i.parent A i.phase = j.phase A
< winneri.val, w inneri.id> — < winnerj.val, w innerj.id>  A
< winneri.val, winneri.id> ^  < 0 ,0 >  A 
(V& : k  G i.child A k.phase  =  0) ==$■
< winneri.val, winneri.id> := find.min{)-, 
i.phase :=  0
(R 8 ) i 7  ^root A i.child  ^  0 A
< winneri.val, w inneri.id> = f i n d jm in {) A i.phase =  0 A 
(V& : k  G i.child A k.phase  =  0) A
( j  = i.parent A 1 <  j .phase  <  N  A
< winneri.val, w inner i.id> = < winner j.val, w innerj.id>  A
< winneri.val, w inneri.id>  ^  < 0 , 0 >) = >
i.phase .= j.phase
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(R9) i.child  =  0 A
<  winneri.val, winner,.id> = f in d .m in ( )  A i.phase = 0 A 
( j  =  i.parent A 1 <  j.phase  <  N  A
<  winner,.val, winneri.id  > =  <  winner j.val, w innerj.id  > A
< winneri.val, winneri.id> ^  < 0 , 0 >)
i.phase  :=  j.phase
(RIO) i =  root A
< w inneri.val,w inneri.id>  =  < i.va l , i . id >  A 
1 <  i.phase < N  A i.phase =  femp A 
(V /:: fc G i.child A k.phase = 0) = >  
i .rank  :=  i.phase',
< winneri.val, winner{.id> := find.m in{)',  
i.phase :=  0
(R ll)  i 7  ^ roof A i.child ^  0 A
< winneri.val, winneri-id>  =  < i.va l , i . id >  A 1 <  i.phase < N  A
(j = i.parent A < winneri.val, winner{.id> — < winnerj.val, w innerj.id>  A 
i.phase = j.phase ) A 
(\fk : k  G i.child A k.phase =  0) = >  
i .rank  :=  i.phase ;
< winneri.val, winneri.id> find -m in ();  
i.phase := 0
(R12) i.child  =  0 A
<  winneri.val, winner,.id>  =  < i.va l , i . id>  A 1 <  i.phase < N  A
(j = i.parent A < winneri.val, winneri.id > = < winner j.val, w inner j.id > A 
i.phase = j.phase)  =£>
i.rank  :=  i.phase-,
< winneri.val,w inneri.id>  :=  /m rf_m m (); 
i.phase :=  0
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3.1 .4  Error correction
The rules R13, R14 and R15 are applicable respectively to  the root, the intermediate 
nodes and the leaves. W henever these nodes find th a t they are in error and their 
respective phase register is not greater N, they set their phase register to N + l, by 
executing R13 or R14 or R15 as applicable to it. R16 is used to transfer this in­
form ation to the root, so th a t the root can start the pre-processing stage of a new 
cycle.
(R13) i = root A
{i.phase <  — 1 V 
{i.phase =  — 1 A
- '(<  winneri.val, winneri.id > = < 0 , 0 >  A i.rank = 0 A tem p  =  0) V 
(1 <  i.phase  <  N  A ->(i.phase  =  temp)) V 
-■(0 <  tem p  <  N )  V
{< winneri.val, w inneri.id> ^  f ind -m in{)  A 
->(1 <  i.phase < N  A i.phase — temp)))  A 
i.phase  ^  N  ==+
i.phase :=  N  +  1
(R14) i ^  root A i.child  ^  0 A 
{i.phase <  — 1 V
{i.phase =  —1 A - '(<  winneri.val, w inneri.id> =  < 0 , 0 >  A i.rank  =  0) A 
{j — i.parent 
A -'{j.phase  =  — 1 A
< w inner  j.val, w inner j . id>  = < 0 , 0 >  A j .ra n k  — 0))) V 
(1 <  i.phase < N  A 
(j =  i.parent A
->{< winneri.val, winneri.id > = < winnerj.val, w inner j . id> A 
i.phase = j.phase)))  V
(<  winneri.val, w inneri.id> ^  f in d jm in { )  A 
(j =  i.parent
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A ~^(< winneri.val, w inner i.id> = < winner j.va l,w inner  j . id>  A 
1 5- j .phase  <  TV A i.phase = j.phase)))  A 
i.phase  ^  TV = >
i.phase TV -f 1
(R15) i.child  =  0 A
{i.phase <  —1 V
{i.phase = —1 A ->{< winneri.val, winner{.id>  =  < 0 , 0 >  A i .rank  =  0) A 
(j =  i.parent A
- ‘{j.phase = —I A < w inner j.va l,w innerj .id>  =  < 0 , 0 >  A j . r a n k  =  0))) V 
(1 <  i.phase < N  A 
{j = i.parent A
-i {< w inner  i.val, w inner i.id > — < w inner  j. val, w inner j. id > A 
i.phase =  j.phase)))  V
< winneri.val, w inner i.id>  ^  f in d jm in { j )  A 
i.phase  ^  TV =£•
i.phase := TV +  1
(R16) (3A; : A: € i.child A k.phase > TV) A
- |( i.phase  =  — 1 A < winneri.val, w inneri.id> = < 0 , 0 >  A i.rank = 0) A 
i.phase ^  TV
i.phase :=  TV -f-1
3.2 Proof of correctness
Before beginning the proof, we formally define a specific legitim ate sta te  LS. The N 
nodes in the system will be correctly ranked by the ranking stage, once the system 
reaches state  LS. All the states reachable from LS are also legitimate states meaning 
the protocol is closed. LS is defined as:
L S  = {Vi: < winneri.val, w inner i.id>  =  j ind -m in{)  A i.phase  =  0 A 
i.rank  =  0) A {temp  0)
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This sta te  represents the beginning of the ranking sta te  established by the end of the 
pre-processing stage. The root can now apply R5 to initiate the first phase of the 
N-phase ranking stage. Even though the protocol will work with an unfair scheduler, 
for simplicity of the proof, we will assume a fair scheduler for the following discussion.
S tarting from any arbitrary state, the system reaches state LS through the fol­
lowing states:
(1) If a  node is in error it will set its phase to N + l by any one of the corresponding 
rules R13 or R14 or R15.
(2) The above error condition is propagated up to  the  root by the nodes in between 
this node and the root, by making their respective phase registers to N + l by R16.
(3) Once the  root is in error state, i.e,. root’s phase >  N, it starts the pre-processing 
stage of a new cycle by applying R l.
(4) End of pre-processing brings the system to LS.
Thus the system converges to LS from any arbitrary  state in finite time. It is
obvious, th a t once the system reaches the state  (2 ) mentioned above, it will cycle
through pre-processing and ranking stages.
L e m m a  3.1 When the system is in an illegal state, it will be able to recover itself
and bring the system to the beginning of pre-processing stage.
Proof: When a node is in error, it doesn’t have any rule of ranking stage applicable 
to it. The only rule applicable to it under error conditions is R13(for root) or R14(for 
interm ediate nodes) or R15(leaf nodes), by which the node sets its phase to N + l ,  if its 
phase is not already greater than N. A node in an illegal state in the pre-processing 
stage(after the  pre-processing broadcast wave has passed it to the nodes below in 
its sub-tree, but before the converge cast wave pass through it) doesn’t create any 
problem, since it will set its phase to - 1  as its parents phase is still - 1 .
The parent i of this node, on seeing its child’s phase greater than N, sets its own 
phase to  N + l by R16. The only time i will not set its phase to N + l is, when i is 
already engulfed in the downward broadcasting wave of the pre-processing stage, i.e,.
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i.phase = — 1 A <  winneri.val, winnerj.id> — < 0 , 0 >  A i.rank  =  0 or i.phase is 
already greater than  N. If the system is not already in the pre-processing stage, we 
can inductively prove th a t all the nodes including the root, in the path from tha t 
node in error to the root will set their respective phase registers to N + l by R16.
Once the root has its phase > N, the only applicable to it is R l. So the root 
applies R l and starts the pre-processing stage of a new cycle. □
L e m m a  3.2  The proposed protocol converges to LS.
Proof: By lemma 3.1, the system comes back to the beginning of pre-processing 
state, from any arbitrary  sta te  in finite tim e as we have finite number of nodes in 
the  network. It is easy to see tha t the pre-processing stage takes the system to the 
beginning of ranking stage, i.e,. to LS. Thus the system converges. □
L e m m a  3 .3  The proposed protocol is closed.
Proof: Once the system is in state LS, it cycles through ranking and pre-processing 
stages and hence all the states reachable from LS are also legal states. So the system 
stays in legal states, once it is in LS.Thus the protocol is closed. □
T h e o re m  3.1 The proposed protocol is self-stabilizing.
proof: The protocol is convergent and closed by lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. 
Thus the proposed protocol is self-stabilizing. □
3.3 Summary
This chapter presented a distributed self-stabilizing algorithm for ranking N proces­
sors in a distributed network arranged in the form of a  tree, based on their values. 
The proposed algorithm doesn’t need any initialization i.e,. the system can be started 
in any state and it is self-stabilizing.
Chapter 4
CONCLUSIONS
Self-stabilization is an evolving paradigm in fault-tolerant computing. A system is 
self-stabilizing, if it can autom atically recover from transient errors and perturbation. 
This ability to  recover spontaneously from an arbitrary illegal state due to transient 
errors, makes the system more robust and fault tolerant.
D ijkstra originally introduced the property of self-stabilization in distributed sys­
tems by developing three self-stabilizing m utual exclusion algorithms. After this, 
self-stabilizing was researched a great deal. Now, the study of self-stabilization 
has expanded to other areas of distributed systems[5, 8 ] like communication proto­
cols, and other network algorithms, load balancing, clock synchronization, Byzantine 
generals problem, consensus and commit, and other fault-tolerance problems. Self- 
stabilization can be used in any area which has well defined global states. It can even 
be used in areas such as machine learning and neural networks where the legal states 
in the system are a set of facts.
The goal of our research was to design fault-tolerant distributed systems. In order 
to  achieve this goal, we used self-stabilization.
Chapter 2 presented a self-stabilizing topological sort algorithm and a self-stabilizing 
shortest path  algorithm for a distributed network of DAG topology. The shortest path 
algorithm  used the results provided by the topological sort algorithm. The topological
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sort algorithm  on its own can be applied to any situation tha t requires a total order­
ing to be constructed from the given partial ordering. The shortest path  algorithm 
finds its use in network routing.
C hapter 3 presented a self-stabilizing ranking algorithm for a distributed tree 
network. The ranking algorithm is a dynam ic algorithm . It allows nodes to  change 
their values and the algorithm determines the individual rank of the nodes based on 
their new values. W ith minor modifications, this algorithm can be used for selection 
problems. Also, the algorithm can be extended to sort the values such tha t the 
minimum value moves to the node with the minimum id, the next minimum value to 
the node with the next minimum id and so on. It will be more challenging to rank 
the values if each node in the network has more than one value.
These self-stabilizing systems require no initialization and they autom atically tol­
erates transient errors (memory crash, message corruption, etc.). These algorithms 
elim inate the need of m anual intervention to restore the system to normalcy from the 
transient faults and thus avoid the otherwise huge dollar cost in vast decentralized 
networks. Thus these algorithms improve confidence in the system ’s data integrity 
and in tu rn  extends the system usefulness.
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